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Abstract

Automatic Essay Scoring (AES) is the task of using the computer to evaluate the quality of essays automatically. Current research on AES focuses on scoring the overall quality or single trait of prompt-specific essays. However, users expect to obtain not only the overall score but also the instant feedback from different traits to help improve their writing. Therefore, we first annotate a multi-trait dataset ACEA including 1220 argumentative essays from four traits, i.e., the essay organization, topic, logic, and language. And then we design a Hierarchical Multi-task Trait Scorer (HMTS) to evaluate the quality of writing by modeling these four traits. Moreover, we propose an inter-sequence attention mechanism to enhance information interaction between different tasks and design the trait-specific features for various tasks in AES. The experimental results on ACEA show that our HMTS can effectively score essays from multiple traits, outperforming several strong baselines.

1 Introduction

Automatic Essay Scoring (AES) is a task of using the computer to evaluate the quality of students’ essays. An efficient AES system can bring many benefits to the field of education, including avoiding the influence of subjective factors on essay scoring, greatly reducing teachers’ workload, and providing instant feedback for students’ written essays.

Early work treated AES as a classification (Larkey, 1998; Rudner and Liang, 2002), regression (Attali and Burstein, 2005; Phandi et al., 2015), or ranking problem (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011; Chen and He, 2013), addressing AES by supervised learning. Recently, with the progress of deep learning, the end-to-end models based on neural networks (e.g., LSTM-based models or the combination of LSTMs and CNNs) have achieved impressive results (Alikaniotis et al., 2016; Taghipour and Ng, 2016; Dong and Zhang, 2016; Dong et al., 2017; Tay et al., 2018).

In consideration for more feedback in AES systems, some studies began to focus on scoring specific traits of essays, such as word choice, content (Page, 1966), organization (Persing et al., 2010; Song et al., 2020a), thesis clarity (Persing and Ng, 2013), prompt adherence (Persing and Ng, 2014), argument persistent (Ke et al., 2018), style (Page, 1966), etc. Most of the above studies focused on scoring prompt-specific essays. As previous researchers had pointed out (Jin et al., 2018; Ridley et al., 2020), it was difficult and expensive to access ample target-prompt essays in the real-world AES system. Therefore, some researchers on English AES had began to explore cross-prompt AES (Ridley et al., 2020; Phandi et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2018). Their methods utilized non-target-prompt essays to train models and score target-prompt essays.

In reality, people usually judge the essay from different perspectives to give the final overall holistic score. Apart from (Ridley et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2021), few studies had combined the overall score with the feature-specific scores. Therefore, to make AES more interpretable and verify whether the information learned in the traits contributes to the learning of the overall score, we use multi-task learning to evaluate the overall holistic score from multiple traits and the score of each trait.

This paper focuses on scoring Chinese essays and their traits. It is worth noting that most of the previous studies were conducted on the English-language dataset ASAP1, which contains eight different collections of essays with specific prompts. Unlike that, our Chinese dataset is thematically diverse and does not contain prompts, so it is more challenging than the English task.

There are some issues between English and Chinese for the overall score and the traits scores. First, they have different expression problems. The

most significant differences are that Chinese is a parataxis language while English is hypotaxis. In the task of English AES, word usage is the most important factor in English expression (Ridley et al., 2021). English text mainly forms semantic representation by combining the similarity between words. While Chinese essays pay more attention to sentence-level and paragraph-level expression. Second, Chinese and English essays have different evaluation emphases that we should evaluate the essay quality from different perspectives. For example, for text expression, the evaluation criteria for English essays are using language correctly and high-level vocabulary, while the evaluation criteria for Chinese essays are using beautiful sentences and smooth expressions.

Therefore, our task of scoring Chinese essays and their traits exhibits two challenges. First, we need to select appropriate traits to express Chinese essays and design the proper model to combine the different traits to prompt the performance of overall scoring. Second, a good model is needed to fully express the deep semantics of Chinese essays, which should have a good generalization ability to perform well in different trait tasks.

In this paper, we design a Hierarchical Multi-task Trait Scorer (HMTS) for the task of automated Chinese essay scoring. To cope with the first challenge, we created a dataset named “Automatic Chinese Essay Assessment (ACEA)” extended from the dataset used in Song et al. (2020b), which contains 1220 essays, the overall score of each essay, and the scores of the four traits (i.e., topic, organization, logic, and language). Then we utilize the multi-task learning framework to learn the trait levels. Specially, to better combine different trait expressions, we propose an inter-sequence attention mechanism, which can integrate the representations of different trait tasks. We believe that different trait tasks can complement each other. For example, an essay that scores well on logic will also score well on language performance. Besides, since different tasks have different evaluation criteria, we also obtain trait-specific features to enhance the representation of the specific trait tasks.

To cope with the second challenge, we utilize the hierarchical model to obtain the shared sentences and paragraph representation, and essay representation independent for each task. We use the XL-Net as the sentence encoder, which is a pre-trained model trained on large-scale datasets and can get better text semantic representation. In a word, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We are the first to introduce the multi-trait scores to Chinese AES, and grade our ACEA dataset with four traits, i.e., organization, topic, logic and language.
- We design a hierarchical multi-task trait scorer HMTS, which can superior express the semantics of Chinese essays and give the overall score as well as the trait scores for essays without prompt.
- We use the inter-sequence attention mechanism to fuse the representation of different traits to share the contribution of the other trait tasks, and use the trait-specific features to enhance the representation of each trait task.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first introduce the prompt-specific and cross-prompt holistic scoring methods and then describe the prompt-specific and multi-task trait scoring methods. Finally, we briefly introduced the task of Chinese AES.

2.1 Holistic Scoring

Prompt-Specific Holistic Scoring For the overall essay score, early studies mainly leveraged regression, classification or ranking algorithms combined with manual features (Page, 1966; Attali and Burstein, 2005; Larkey, 1998; Rudner and Liang, 2002; Yannakoudakis et al., 2011; Chen and He, 2013; Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004; Burstein et al., 1998). In recent years, many studies (Taghipour and Ng, 2016; Cummins et al., 2016; Alikaniotis et al., 2016; Dong and Zhang, 2016; Dong et al., 2017; Tay et al., 2018) had shown that neural network methods can capture the deep semantics of essays more effectively. For example, Dong et al. (2017) used the attention mechanism to obtain the contribution of words and sentences to the essay. Tay et al. (2018) measured similarity between adjacent sentences to model coherence to evaluate text quality.

Cross-Prompt Holistic Scoring In fact, it’s unrealistic to get ample essays with a specific prompt. A good AES should be able to provide feedback to essays on any prompt. Therefore, some studies on English focused on cross-prompt scoring. Song et al. (2020b), Phandi et al. (2015) and Cummins
et al. (2016) trained the model with large quantities of non-target-prompt and a small quantity of target-prompt essays and performed transfer learning to score target-prompt essays. However, these methods still need essays with target prompts. Some recent work explored cross-prompt scoring without target prompts. Jin et al. (2018) applied a two-stage approach, in which the first stage utilized the prompt-independent features to award pseudo labels to target prompt essays. Then in the second stage, the pseudo-labeled essays were used as training data to award the final score. Ridley et al. (2020) applied a single-stage neural network-based method that utilizes a set of general features to award scores to target-prompt essays.

2.2 Trait Scoring

Prompt-Specific Trait Scoring In addition to the overall score, students also expect to get feedback from different aspects through AES, which can assist students’ growth.

In the last decade or so, some studies focused on scoring the single essay trait. For example, Song et al. (2020a) proposed a hierarchical multi-task learning model to evaluate the organization quality by learning the sentence and paragraph function. Ke et al. (2018) modeled argument persistence and the attributes of those arguments in student essays. Some more recent studies had adapted a leading prompt-specific holistic scoring method to output the score for different traits. Mathias and Bhatcharyya (2020) adapted some leading approaches for prompt-specific persistent scoring to the task of trait scoring. Hussein et al. (2020) also adapted a leading prompt-specific holistic scoring method, employing a multi-task architecture to output the overall score and scores for various traits simultaneously.

Multi-task Trait Scoring To obtain more feedback, some studies used multi-task learning to score essay traits and the essay itself. Kumar et al. (2021) proposed a prompt-specific method and introduced the multi-task learning (MTL) method to essay scoring, where scoring the overall essay score is the primary task, and scoring the essay traits is the auxiliary task. Ridley et al. (2021) provided a new approach named Automated Cross-prompt Scoring of Essay Traits, which can give the holistic score as well as the scores for different traits in the cross-prompt setting. The drawback of these studies is that their methods are not suitable for Chinese AES and also are prompt-specific. Due to the different evaluation criteria of Chinese and English essays, traits selection should be different.

2.3 Chinese AES

Research on Chinese AES is later than that of English AES and only a few works focused on this task. Among them, Yang and Cao (2012) applied LDA (Latent Semantic Analysis) to score Chinese essays. Fu et al. (2018) improved the accuracy of Chinese AES by identifying beautiful sentences and taking them as literary features. Song et al. (2020a) evaluated the organizational score of high school argumentative essays, and Song et al. (2020b) explored cross-prompt holistic scoring on four different essay sets, with articles in each dataset responding to a different prompt. However, their dataset is not publicly available.

3 ACEA Dataset

Following the college entrance examination essay scoring standard, we selected four traits of topic, organization, logic, and language for our multi-task learning, which can help evaluate the level of essay quality.

3.1 Traits Selection

For the essay topic, whether the essay conforms to the topic’s meaning and whether the center is prominent is one of the criteria to evaluate the essay’s grade based on the essay evaluation criteria of the college entrance examination.

For the essay organization, Song et al. (2020a) showed that organization is a critical aspect of Chinese writing. A well-organized article should have a clear structure to accurately and logically develop ideas. Chen (2016) had set up a set of solutions to evaluate the quality of the Chinese essays, taking the organization as one of the evaluation criteria.

For the essay logic, Yan (2019) showed that the intention of the essay should be profound and reflect the correct and positive thought and value orientation, and be consistent with the mainstream of social development and the spirit of the times. Therefore, we take logic as one of the traits, which takes whether the logic is clear and the content is profound as the evaluation standard.

For the essay language, Liu (2015) and Liu et al. (2016) used the rhetorical recognition of parallelism metaphor to express the literary grace of the article. Gong (2016) conducted in-depth research
on rhetorical devices in Chinese essays and realized an AES system based on the figure of speech recognition, which showed that the introduction of rhetorical devices has produced good results for the system scoring. Therefore, we take the language as one of the traits. Language evaluation criteria include the use of beautiful sentences and the fluency of sentences.

### 3.2 Traits Grades

We evaluate the quality of topic, organization, language, and logic of the essay with three grades. The evaluation criteria are shown in Table 1.

### 3.3 Data Annotation

Our dataset contains 1220 argumentative essays published by Song et al. (2020a), which were written by senior high school students and selected from LeLeKetang2. These essays contain various topics and do not have specific prompts. The overall scores we used come from the LeLeKetang website and the organization scores have been given by Song et al. (2020a). We asked two annotators who are Chinese teachers in high school to assign other three trait grades for each essay.

For the other three trait scores, we counted the consistency rate of annotation. According to kappa calculation, the internal annotation consistency of topic, logic and language were 0.87, 0.9 and 0.88 respectively. A third annotator was introduced to discuss and analyze essays with disagreed annotations to get the final decision. Table 2 shows the statistics of the dataset.

---

### Table 1: Trait grades and their evaluation criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Great</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic Grades</td>
<td><strong>Bad</strong>: The topic is not clear; the material can’t describe the topic; the center is unclear.</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong>: The essay has a clear topic and center; the material can basically describe the topic.</td>
<td><strong>Great</strong>: The content revolves around the topic; the material is rich enough to express the topic; the center is prominent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Grades</td>
<td><strong>Bad</strong>: The essay is poorly structured. It is incomplete or misses key discourse elements.</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong>: The essay is well structured and complete, but could be further improved.</td>
<td><strong>Great</strong>: The essay is fairly well structured and the organization is very clear and logical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Grades</td>
<td><strong>Bad</strong>: It is plain language or the sentence pattern is single.</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong>: Some languages are beautiful; the overall language is fluent; there are changes in sentence patterns.</td>
<td><strong>Great</strong>: Beautiful and fluent language or flexible sentence pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Grades</td>
<td><strong>Bad</strong>: Unclear logic; The discussion is not profound.</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong>: The logic is clear and the discussion is not profound or logic and discussion are not too bad.</td>
<td><strong>Great</strong>: Clear logic and profound discussion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Essay distribution on trait and grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Great</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2http://www.leleketang.com/zuowen/.

### 4 HMTS Model

We employ a hierarchical model to learn the semantic representation of texts and reinforce the expression of each trait task through multi-task learning. For our hierarchical neural model, we utilize XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) to learn the sentence expressions and LSTM to learn the paragraph and essay expressions, which can simulate the coherence between the sentence and paragraph sequences. We also use the attention pooling to encode sentences, which aims to capture more relevant sentences that contribute to the paragraph semantic representation, thereby further expressing the quality of an article.

For our multi-task framework, unlike the English multi-task AES designed by Ridley et al. (2021) and Kumar et al. (2021), we choose different traits for Chinese trait scoring, and our test dataset contains essays with multiple prompts rather than a single prompt. To share information between different traits more clearly, we propose the inter-sequence attention mechanism to help each trait pay attention to the information contained in the other traits. We also introduce the trait-specific features to represent the trait quality.

Our HMTS model includes two stages and the
details are shown in Figure 1. HMTS includes two layers: 1) Common Layer: this layer aims to learn the useful low-level representations for all tasks, including the sentence and paragraph representation; 2) Privates Layer: this high-level layer is employed to learn more task-specific representations, including essay representation, the inter-sequence mechanism, and trait-specific features. High levels in multi-task architecture can represent more complex information (Sanh et al., 2019).

4.1 Common Layer
The parameters in the lower layer of our model HMTS are shared, so as to enable the sharing of information relevant to all trait tasks. Specifically, the lower layer includes the sentence encoder and the paragraph encoder.

Sentence Encoder A sequence of words \( s_i = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_m\} \) is modeled with a XLNet encoder, and the vector representation of the last word is used as the final sentence representation \( s_e_i \).

Paragraph Encoder Firstly, BiLSTM is used to encode the paragraph with the sentence sequence \( \{s_{e_i}, s_{e_{i+1}}, ..., s_{e_i+n-1}\} \) as follows, where \( h_{i} \in \mathbb{R}^{512} \) is the hidden representation at the time-step \( i \).

\[
h_{i} = \text{BiLSTM}(s_{e_i}, h_{i-1}) \tag{1}
\]

A common attention pooling layer is then applied to the hidden representations to learn the paragraph representation as follows.

\[
e_i = \tanh(W_e \cdot h_i + b_e) \tag{2}
\]
\[
a_i = \frac{\exp(w_a \cdot e_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \exp(w_a \cdot e_j)} \tag{3}
\]
\[
P = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \cdot h_i \tag{4}
\]

where \( W_e \) and \( w_a \) are weight matrix and vector respectively, \( b_e \) is the bias vector, \( e_i \) and \( a_i \) are the attention vector and attention weight of the \( i \)-th sentence, \( n \) denotes the number of sentences in a paragraph. \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{512} \) is the final paragraph representation.

4.2 Private Layer
There are \( M \) (\( M=5 \)) tasks in total (four trait tasks and one overall task), and each component in the private layer has \( M \) separate copies.

Essay Encoder We encode the paragraph sequence with BiLSTM as follows and the mean of hidden layers is used as essay representation.

\[
H_j^i = \text{BiLSTM}(P_j^i, H_j^{i-1}) \tag{5}
\]
\[
E_j = \text{mean}(H_1^j, H_2^j, ..., H_m^j) \tag{6}
\]

where for the \( j \)-th task, \( P_j^i \) is the paragraph representation of the \( i \)-th paragraph, \( H_j^i \) is the hidden representation at the time-step \( i \), and \( E_j \) is the essay representation.

Inter-sequence Attention Mechanism To obtain the contribution of the other tasks to the current trait task, we introduce the inter-sequence attention mechanism as follows.

\[
ET = \{E_1, E_2, E_3, E_4, E_5\} \tag{7}
\]
\[
E = \tanh(ET) \tag{8}
\]
\[
a = \text{softmax}(v^T \cdot E) \tag{9}
\]
\[
R_t = \tanh(ET \cdot a^T) \tag{10}
\]
where $T = \{E_1, E_2, E_3, E_4, E_5\}$ is the concatenation of the essay representation of each task. We initialize a training parameter $v \in \mathbb{R}^{512}$ to obtain the final trait fusion $R_t \in \mathbb{R}^{512}$ representation.

**Task-specific Features** To obtain a final representation for each task, we introduce the task-specific features to enhance the task representation.

**Topic-task feature** Since our dataset lacks prompts, we use the essay title as the topic task feature. Specifically, we encode the essay title with XLNet and concatenate the last word representation with the topic representation as the final topic-task essay representation as follows.

$$f_{top} = \text{XLNet}(s_t)$$

$$E_{top} = \text{Dense}(\text{concatenate}(f_{top}, R_t))$$

where $s_t$ is the word sequence of the essay topic, $f_{top}$ is the topic feature representation, and $E_{top}$ is the final topic-task representation.

**Language-task feature** According to the language level evaluation rules in Subsection 3.2, beautiful and fluent language is an important influence for the language level. Therefore, we trained a model to predict whether sentences are beautiful or not. We selected 8840 underlined sentences from LeLeKetang as beautiful sentences, of which underlined sentences are beautiful sentences annotated on the website and 6714 bad sentences from the low-level essays. We split the dataset into the training dataset (80%) and testing dataset (20%) and used the XLNet classification model to encode the sentence and fed the last word representation into a dense layer for prediction, and the results are Yes and No.

We used the pre-trained beautiful sentence scorer (BSS) to predict sentences in each essay. All prediction results were concatenated with the language representation of the essay as the final language-task essay representation as follows.

$$s'_{ij} = \text{BSS}(s_{ij})$$

$$f_{lang} = \text{concatenate}(s'_{i1}, s'_{i2}, ..., s'_{in})$$

$$E_{lang} = \text{concatenate}(f_{lang}, R_t)$$

where $s_{ij}$ is the $j$-th sentence of the $i$-th essay, $s'_{ij}$ is prediction result, $f_{lang}$ is the language-task feature, and $E_{lang}$ is the final language-task representation.

### 4.3 Prediction

Finally, a dense layer with a tanh activation function was applied to the representation of each task as follows.

$$y_j = \tanh(W_y^j \cdot E_j + b_y)$$

where $E_j$ is the representation of the $j$-th trait task. For the organization-task, the logic task and the overall score, $E_j = R_j$; for the language task, $E_j = E_{lang}$; for the topic task, $E_j = E_{top}$. $y_j$ is the predicted score for the $j$-th task, $\tanh$ is the activation function, $W_y^j$ is a weight vector, and $b_y$ is a bias.

### 4.4 Loss

To train the parameters, we minimized the binary cross-entropy loss function. Given $N$ essays and $M$ tasks, the loss was calculated as follows.

$$L = -\frac{1}{N \cdot M} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{c=1}^{T} (y_{ijc} \cdot \log(P_{ijc}))$$

where $T$ denotes the number of grades. If the golden grade of the sample $i$ equals to $c$, $y_{ijc} = 1$; otherwise $y_{ijc} = 0$. $P_{ijc}$ denotes the prediction probability that the sample $i$ belongs to the grade $c$. where $T$ denotes the number of grades. If the golden grade of the sample $i$ in the task $j$ equals to $c$, $y_{ijc} = 1$; otherwise $y_{ijc} = 0$. $P_{ijc}$ denotes the prediction probability that the sample $i$ in the task $j$ belongs to the grade $c$.

### 5 Experimentation

In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings and then report the experimental results. Finally, we analyze the results on different aspects.

#### 5.1 Experimental Settings

We conduct the experiments on our dataset ACEA described in Section 3. The average number of paragraphs and sentences per essay is 8 and 28, and the figure of words per sentence is 21. The maximum number of sentences and paragraphs in an essay ($n$ and $m$) is set to 50 and 20, and the maximum number of sentences in a paragraph ($n_p$) is set to 20. The sentences and paragraphs shorter or longer than the limitations are padded or truncated.

We split our dataset into five folds as Song et al. (2020a). Cross-validation is conducted and the average performance is reported. Each fold has a similar distribution over essay grades. During
training, 10% of the training data was selected randomly as the validation set to find the optimal hyper-parameters. The detailed settings of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 3.

To evaluate the performance of our model, we use the Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK) metric, which has been widely adopted in both holistic essay scoring and essay trait scoring research (Ridley et al., 2020; Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2020; Hussein et al., 2020) and is designed to measure the level of agreement between two raters.

5.2 Baselines

To verify the effectiveness of our HMTS, we conduct six strong baselines for comparison as follows.

**CNN_LSTM_att** (Dong et al., 2017): This model is a leading overall scoring model for specific prompt, which treated input essays as sentence-document hierarchies.

**MTL** (Kumar et al., 2021): This model uses CNN_LSTM_att to obtain the essay representation and concatenated it with the predicted trait scores to score the essay holistically. We use the multi-task architecture to train the model on each trait individually.

**Song2020** (Song et al., 2020a): This model is proposed for organization evaluation of Chinese argumentative student essays, utilizing a hierarchical multi-task approach for joint discourse element identification and organization evaluation. We use a single-task architecture to train the model on each trait individually.

**XLNet** (Yang et al., 2019): This model uses the pre-trained model XLNet to obtain the paragraph representation, and then concatenate them and feed them into the dense layer to predict the essay grade.

5.3 Experimental Results

We reported the results of our experiments using single-task and multi-task models. Table 4 shows the performance comparison of the baselines and HMTS on the dataset ACEA.

We can find out that CNN_LSTM_att and MTL both perform poorly. There are two reasons for this result. First, CNN_LSTM_att and MTL are models designed for essays with specific prompts, while our dataset does not have specific prompts. Second, these models are designed for English AES and pay more attention to the contribution of words to sentences and essays, while Chinese AES pays more attention to sentence expression. In addition, we can find out that XLNet alone has achieved good performance, which shows the effectiveness of using the pre-trained model to obtain semantic information.

In comparison with the above single-task models, Song2020 achieves the best overall QWK. However, its QWK is still lower than our HMTS, since it only considers the organization element. Compared with the best baselines Song2020 on single-task and XLNet on multi-task, our HMTS significantly improves overall QWK by 3.07 and 9.28, respectively. This result shows that our HMTS on four traits is effective for the overall essay scoring.

Table 4 also shows the performance comparison of the baselines and HMTS on each trait task on ACEA and we also can find that our HMTS achieves the best QWK on all four traits, i.e., organization, topic, logic and language. These results verify the fact that our HMTS also is effective on scoring traits. Besides, our model was significantly superior to all baselines with a p-value<0.05.

5.4 Analysis on Multi-task Learning

In Table 4, compared with the single-task HMTS, our multi-task HMTS significantly improves overall QWK by 5.15, and this result indicates the effectiveness of the multi-task framework on essay scoring. This is due to the fact that the single-task HMTS can not fully utilize the information contained in the article, while our multi-task HMTS can share the information between different traits, which contributes to the final performance of each trait task. Comparing the performance gap (1.59) between single-task and multi-task XLNet, this gap (5.15) between our HMTS is much larger. This also verifies the effectiveness of the multi-task framework of our HMTS.

In comparison with the single-task HMTS, our multi-task HMTS also achieves better QWK on three traits, i.e., organization (+2.03), topic (+6.52) and logic (+2.17), while it achieves comparable performance on the language trait (-1.16).
### Task Type | Model | Overall | Organization | Topic | Logic | Language
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-task</td>
<td>CNN_LSTM_att</td>
<td>40.13</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>40.23</td>
<td>52.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>52.13</td>
<td>52.47</td>
<td>48.84</td>
<td>52.55</td>
<td>56.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Song2020</td>
<td>54.78</td>
<td>55.76</td>
<td>46.23</td>
<td>52.84</td>
<td>50.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMTS</td>
<td><strong>57.85</strong></td>
<td><strong>59.11</strong></td>
<td><strong>49.75</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.44</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.71</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-task</td>
<td>CNN_LSTM_att</td>
<td>41.58</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>39.26</td>
<td>41.64</td>
<td>50.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTL</td>
<td>43.59</td>
<td>41.50</td>
<td>38.82</td>
<td>42.70</td>
<td>52.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>52.76</td>
<td>49.52</td>
<td>53.30</td>
<td>56.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMTS</td>
<td><strong>63.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>61.14</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.27</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.61</strong></td>
<td><strong>59.55</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance comparison (QWK) of the baselines and HMTS on ACEA.

### Table 5: Ablation Experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>QWK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMTS</td>
<td>63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Organization</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Topic</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Logic</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Language</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To gain some insight into the effectiveness of each trait, we conducted the ablation experiments as shown in Table 5, which remove one trait from HMTS one by one. We can find out the fact that the performance of the model HMTS will decline if we remove one trait task from the multi-task framework, which can reflect the contribution of each task to the overall score. We find out that the result decreases the most after removing the logic evaluation, which shows that logic is the most important trait that contributes to the overall score, compared with the organization, topic and language. The reason is that the essay scoring standard of college entrance examination is divided into the basic level and development level, and whether the logic of the essay is clear or whether the discussion is profound belongs to the development level, is the key factor to distinguish the excellent essay from other levels.

#### 5.5 Analysis on Inter-sequence Attention

Table 6 shows the effectiveness of the trait-specific feature and the inter-sequence attention. In Table 6, HMTS (w/o inter-att) is the simplified version of HMTS without the inter-sequence attention mechanism. We can find out that HMTS outperforms HMTS (w/o inter-att) on QWK on all trait tasks. These results indicate that the inter-sequence attention can improve the overall score and traits score effectively, especially the topic trait with the highest improvement (+3.08).

#### 5.6 Analysis on Task-specific Features

The use of well-designed trait-specific features is important for each trait task, because different traits have different evaluation criteria. In Table 6, HMTS (w/o trait-feat) is the simplified version of our HMTS without the task-specific features. Compared HMTS (w/o trait-feat) with HMTS, we can find out that the additional topic-task and language-task features improve the results of all trait tasks, especially the topic trait. This proved the effectiveness of the language-task and topic-task features.

We also evaluated the effectiveness of the beautiful sentence scorer (BSS), The F1 score is 0.91 and this indicates that our BSS can accurately identify beautiful sentences. These sentences are usually fluent in the language, flexible in sentence patterns, and good at using rhetoric and famous aphorisms.

#### 5.7 Error Analysis

In analyzing the experimental results, we find that most essays with recognition errors were recognized as their adjacent grades. That is, the essays with the bad and great grades tend to be misclassified as the grade medium, and those with the medium grade tend to be misclassified as the grade great or bad. Especially, our model HMTS tends to wrongly assign a lower grade to an essay, which accounts for 62.9%, 71.0%, 65.8%, 55.5% and 54.1% on the overall score and the scores on the traits organization, logic, topic and language.

The accuracy of our HMTS identifying the essays with the great, medium, and bad grades are 58.0, 72.9 and 64.0, respectively. As we mentioned above, our HMTS has the underestimation trend and the accuracy on the bad essays is better than those on great essays. In addition, since the medium grade is the majority class, it achieves the best accuracy.
Table 6: The effectiveness of the trait-specific feature and the inter-sequence attention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMTS</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>61.14</td>
<td>56.27</td>
<td>60.61</td>
<td>59.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o trait-fea</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o inter-att</td>
<td>-1.78</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o inter-att&amp;trait-fea</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>-3.44</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

We first annotate a multi-trait essay scoring dataset ACEA from the topic, organization, logic, and language aspects. And then we propose a multi-task learning framework HMTS for the Chinese AES task. Moreover, we propose an inter-sequence attention mechanism to enhance information interaction between the different trait tasks and design the trait-specific features for various trait tasks. The experimental results show that our HMTS can effectively score essays from multiple traits, outperforming several strong models. In the future, we will focus on incorporating the traits task into the overall task in a more effective framework.
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